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9:30 – 10:00

Welcome & Introductions
Long Room Hub, Trinity College

10:00 – 13:00

Workshops
LRH

13:00 – 14:00

Lunch

14:00 – 16:00

Instawalk
Different Locations in Dublin

16:00 – 17:30

from 18:00

Closing Ceremony & Walking Gallery
LRH

Dinner
Luigi Malones, Temple Bar
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The Goethe-Institut is the Federal Republic of
Germany’s cultural institute and is active
worldwide. We encourage international cultural
exchange and promote the study of German
abroad. The Goethe-Institut sees itself as an
Institution with a European mission. It stands for
a vision of European integration, propounds a
common European cultural space based on
multicultural diversity and autonomy, and is
committed to a corresponding set of values
embracing inclusiveness, openness, generosity
and justice.
The Trinity Access Programmes support people
from areas with low progression rates to higher
education to reach their full educational potential.
TAP’s mission is to work in partnership across
the education sector with students, teachers,
families, communities and businesses to widen
access and participation at third-level of underrepresented groups.

The Mercator Foundation is one of the largest
private foundations in Germany and is active
both nationally and internationally. Through its
work it strives for a society characterized by
openness to the world, solidarity and equal
opportunities. In this context it concentrates on
strengthening Europe; increasing the educational
success of underrepresented children and young
people; driving forward climate change mitigation
and promoting science and the humanities.
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Freiraum – A European Project
"Freiraum" is a pan-European project by the
Goethe-Institut which runs from 2017 to 2019. Its
focal point is the concept of freedom which, ever
since the Enlightenment, has been vitally
relevant to European cultural history and the
European sense of identity. As part of Freiraum,
the Goethe-Institut Dublin is looking at economic
inequality and the limits to freedom in Europe.
Within this context, this project seeks to build on
a new partnership between the Trinity Access
Programmes and Dublin City Council to address
inequalities in access to higher education in
Dublin’s city centre. This project aims to
empower students in areas underrepresented at
third level by focusing on increasing awareness
and engagement in the community with the
creative arts.

meet!-Mercator Europa Tour
meet!-Mercator Europa Tour is a project by
Stiftung Mercator that aims to strengthen social
diversity in the fields of international cooperation
and international affairs. Each year, meet! invites
young adults from the Ruhr area in Germany,
who are the first in their family to graduate from
high school or attend university, to experience
Europe and to explore current international
issues. Through in-depth trainings, cultural
events and discussions meet! prepares and
encourages them to engage in European affairs,
to seek international career opportunities and to
get involved in the world of intercultural
exchange.
www.meet-europa.de/en/

Goethe-Institut Dublin | Team

Dr Thomas Lier
Director
Thomas Lier has been the Director of the
Goethe-Institut in Ireland since 2015. A scholar of
Middle Eastern History, he received his PhD from
the Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität (LMU) in
Munich. His previous posts have included
Alexandria (Egypt) and Amman (Jordan).

Dr Julie Deering-Kraft
Programme Coordinator

Julie Deering-Kraft has been a cultural
programme coordinator with the Goethe-Institut
since 2017. A Trinity College graduate of History
and Sociology, she received her PhD from
University College London (UCL) in Modern
German History. Before joining the GoetheInstitut in Dublin, Julie worked in the Irish
Embassy in Berlin.

Trinity Access Programmes | Team
Dr Rónán Smith
Head of Outreach
Ronan is the head of outreach for TAP. He
moved from his previous position in Trinity
College School of Physics in 2014 to focus on
working with primary and second level students
from disadvantaged communities as well as
undergraduates in Trinity College Dublin. He
studied general science in Trinity College Dublin
specialising in experimental physics and
completed a PhD in Nanoscience in 2013
focusing on the fabrication of two-dimensional
materials and their use in green energy
applications. He loves playing football, watching
football and reading about football in that order.
He very much enjoys a good book or film, playing
guitar/ukulele and fishing. He also cycles quite a
bit and despite being 32 has never learned to
drive a car!
Daniel McFarlane
Project Officer at TAP schools team

Daniel McFarlane works with the TAP’s schools
team. His work is focused on the student
experience and engagement with arts and culture
based forms of education. This work finds itself
focused on specific projects with the GoetheInstitut Irland, project officer of College
Awareness Week and the preliminary work of
creating community-based mentors for the
Greater Dublin Region. Daniel studied English
Literature and Film Studies which has helped him
through the mixed-media work he does for TAP.
When he’s not chasing emails, Daniel finds
himself drinking too much coffee, buying books
he hasn’t the time to read and scrolling through
Twitter and Instagram on his phone. He hopes to
one day find the perfect hashtag and strongest
cup of coffee in the world.

Stiftung Mercator | Team

Teresa Spancken
Project Manager
Teresa works as Project Manager at Stiftung
Mercator‘s Centre for International Programmes.
Her projects deal with all kinds of international
challenges: from finding new innovative tools for
diplomacy and keeping checks on AI
empowered weapons to promoting young talents
in the field of international affairs. Incapable of
staying at one place for too long, Teresa
completed her B.A. in Political Science at the
Universities of Aberdeen, Heidelberg and Kyushu
(Japan). She holds a M.A. in Political
Management, Public Policy and Public
Administration. Teresa loves to travel – either by
taking the plane or by reading books - and enjoys
it most when she can take others along on the
journey.
Clara Dewes
Trainee

Clara works as a trainee at Stiftung Mercator
within a trainee programme involving several
German foundations. Clara studied economics in
Tübingen and Cologne and spent semesters
abroad in Bogotá and Strasbourg. Clara loves
spending time on her green balcony and is
passionate about exploring the remote corners of
Germany on her racing bike.If she does not run
or cycle around, Clara plays the cello, cooks for
and with friends and goes to flea markets to buy
things she really does not need.
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CREATIVE WRITING, Rachael Hegarty
Rachael Hegarty was born seventh child of a
seventh child in Dublin and reared on the
Northside. She was educated by the Holy Faith
Sisters in Finglas, the U. Mass. Bostonians in
America, the M.Phillers at Trinity and by the
Ph.D. magicians at Queens. She lived, studied
and worked in Boston and Japan for ten years.
She is widely published in national and
international journals and broadcast on RTE
Radio. Rachael was the winner of the Francis
Ledwidge Prize and Over the Edge New Writer of
the Year. She was also shortlisted for the
Hennessey New Irish Writer and Ver Poetry
Prizes and highly commended for the Forward
Poetry Prizes. She is an educator for the Trinity
Access Programme and CDETB but reckons she
learns more from her students than she can ever
teach.
DRAMA&PERFORMANCE, Ciara Manning
Trinity Access Programme and Trinity College
Drama Studies graduate, Ciara Manning will
devise a workshop that interrogates the spatial
entrapment of people and the issues society
endures. Manning’s dramaturgical work has
recently engaged with Ireland’s fight for women’s
reproductive freedom. Manning hopes to grant
disenfranchised people a voice and a platform for
performance though her work.
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STREET PHOTOGRAPHY, Humans of Dublin
HoD will curate a workshop to engender
participants with the correct tools to accurately
capture space and its inhabitants. HOD takes a
simple street-photography premise of taking
pictures of people and asking them questions.
www.instagram.com/humansofdub/

INSTAWALK
Students will take to the streets of Dublin to
capture the space with their new streetphotography skills. Students will break into three
groups to use their Freiraum sensibilities to
capture the spaces and people of Dublin. They
will visit three geographically-specific area of
Dublin: the Touristic area of Temple Bar. The
business and financial area of the IFSC and
Dublin Docklands and the historic Merrion and
Fitzwilliam Square. These differences in location
are to ensure a creative distinction between the
photography captured. German students will be
paired with Irish students so that each group
understand where they need to go.
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Workshops
Location: The Long Room Hub, Trinity College Dublin
Time: 09:30 - 17:30
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Dinner
Location: Luigi Malone’s, Temple Bar
5 Cecilia Street, Temple Bar, Dublin 2, Co. Dublin, Ireland

Time: 18:00
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1. Take pictures of the places you’re visiting with your mobile
phone.
2. Once you have completed the walk and returned to Trinity,
select 1 or 2 shots for the Walking Gallery.
3. Think of a title for your photo and send it, along with the
photo, to Teresa via WhatsApp (+49 (0)160 93973552).
4. We will use a polaroid printer to print your photo.
5. Use the cards provided to write a short introduction to your
selected photo.
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LET‘S TAG, SHARE AND LIKE!

Instagram:
Meet_europa
Trinity_Access_Programmes

Facebook:
@goetheinstitut.irland
@TrinityAccessProgrammes
@IP.Mercator

Twitter:
@GI_Irland

#TakingSpacesGoingPlaces
#Freiraum
#meeteurope
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Trinity Access Programmes
Trinity Access Students are a rare breed indeed. We come
in all shapes and sizes and much like snowflakes or
clouds, no two are the same! We’ve got students from as
far as Mauritius and the Middle East. We’ve got students
as close as 10 minutes away from Trinity’s front gate.
Some of our students study zoology, physics, business,
Law, English and many more. We have so many students,
studying so many subjects even we forget what they’re up
to every so often! Our TAP students taking part in Freiraum
x meet! are award winning actors, social activists, writers,
singers, artists and hell raisers. So why not ask about their
subjects, lives on and off campus and general interests.
With these two amazing groups meeting, conversation on
the day won’t run dry.
meet!-Mercator Europa Tour
meet!-Participants hail from various cities in the Ruhr-Area
in Germany and share a common interest in exploring new
perspectives. Some meet!ies just graduated from high
school and will start their university studies in autumn,
others are already in their first or second year at university.
Physics, economics, social work, education – meet!ies
study all kind of subjects, come from very different
backgrounds and have various interests.
Our motto for the Freiraum event:
Nice to meet! you & let’s get to know each other!

☺

